7
Easy Steps
To Organize
Your
Diabetes
Supplies

HELLO!
I’m Stacey Simms and my journey with type 1 diabetes began 15
years ago when my son was diagnosed just before his second
birthday. I know how much there is to learn and I’m here to help
families navigating the uncertainty. I want you to know you are
not alone!
As a broadcaster with more than 20 years in local TV and radio
news, I share information and inspiration about type 1 on my
podcast, Diabetes Connections. I speak with people from all
walks of life: health care providers, tech developers, dietitians,
athletes, artists and more! Last year, I added an additional weekly
news round-up. It’s less than ten minutes that will get you caught
up on what’s making headlines in the diabetes community.
Even for a very organized person, diabetes supplies can be a big
challenge. There are big boxes, tiny batteries, stuff you order
every couple of weeks and things you might buy once and never
even use! Without some kind of system, you could miss an
important supply order or find yourself digging through the
bottom of a junk drawer at 2am. This guide can help!
Here’s to an organized 2022!

The World's Worst Diabetes Mom

Even after 15+ years of diabetes, I’m still surprised at just how
much stuff T1D brings into our house! I’ve come up with
some easy ways to tame the mess and clear the clutter. Here’s
what works for us:

1. Take Inventory
Start by gathering all of your supplies and put everything out where you can
see it. It might look like a big mess, but don’t worry, we’re just getting started!
Group supplies together in piles or sections by use: pump items, CGM
sensors, sticky stuff, meters, needles, etc. Make an actual list that includes
everything you use, down to backup batteries and emergency glucagon.

2. Toss/Donate/Move
Get rid of garbage and expired supplies. Consider donating anything you
won’t use but that is still of value. Insulin for Life (iflusa.org) is a great cause
and has easy donation instructions. What about sentimental stuff? I have
Benny’s first MedicAlert bracelet from when he was a toddler, the pretend
pump we got from someone to show his classmates and the notebook I used
in the hospital during diagnosis in 2006. We don’t need those in with the
current supplies, but I’m not throwing them out! Put that kind of thing in a
“diabetes artifacts” box and store it somewhere else.

3. At Home/On the Go
We have three landing spaces for diabetes supplies: 2-3 days of supplies go
into Benny’s backpack. A few weeks’ worth goes into a kitchen drawer and all
the stuff we get every three months is in our laundry room. From there, I
organize each space a little bit more (that’s next).
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4. Contain & Compartmentalize
Use clear or open containers so you can see what you have. Many people love
an over-the-door clear shoe organizer for this. Interestingly, many experts
recommend we organize vertically for better focus and organization.
Whatever storage you choose, if you take items out of their original boxes,
keep the lot numbers, expirations dates and any other important info. If you
don’t have clear containers or prefer to use the original packaging, tape an
index card to the outside and use a sharpie to keep track of what’s left inside.
Nothing worse than grabbing a box you thought held a couple of sensors and
finding that it’s empty!

5. Get Automated Help
I use my phone to set reminders for ordering supplies, making shopping lists
and for prompting me about expiration dates. If your pharmacy or mail
order offers auto-ordering, switch over to that for as much as you can. Ask
them to set the auto-refill date as early as possible. Often, this is a few days
prior to what your insurance company tells you (the pharmacist usually
knows). Those extra days of supplies can make a big difference after a few
rounds of refills.

6. Keep Up the Good Work
I try to clean up and re-organize the kitchen drawer and our main supplies
every three months, about the time we get new stuff in the mail. I go through
Benny’s bag once a month. When he was younger, I went through it every
Sunday night. Eventually he’ll be the one checking supplies, but we’re not
quite there yet!
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7. In Case of Emergency
If you don’t already keep a backpack or small bag of supplies, you might want
to pack one for a hospital stay or an emergency trip out the door. If you don’t
have enough duplicate supplies, write out what’s missing (insulin from the
fridge! portable charger & plug!) and leave that list taped to the outside of the
bag. In an emergency, you won’t want to rummage through it, guessing what
you need. Also consider creating a medical info card or starting a small
notebook you can take with you to appointments and for emergencies. It
should include: all current medications, including vitamins and supplements,
your doctors’ contact info, your insurance info, pharmacy info and any
medication or food allergies.

A word about insulin:
I’ve never met anyone with so much insulin that they need to worry about
organizing it. Of course, you want to keep different types separate from one
another and check the temperature where you store vials or pens (should be
36°-46°F). Set a reminder to check the expiration dates on a regular basis.

What works for you? Let me know!
Drop me a line at stacey@diabetes-connections.com.
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ABOUT STACEY

Stacey Simms serves the diabetes community with the award-winning news
and information show, Diabetes Connections. Think NPR’s “Fresh Air” but for
people who use insulin. After her son was diagnosed with type 1 in 2006, one
month before he turned two, Stacey started blogging about her family’s
experience. She launched the podcast in 2015 and by 2020 it had counted
more than 1,000,000 downloads. Stacey’s book “The World’s Worst Diabetes
Mom” is a memoir of her parenting philosophy of “not perfect, but safe and
happy.” Stacey was named Diabetes Forecast Magazine’s “12 People to
Know” and honored as one of the Forty under 40 by the Charlotte Business
Journal. She lives near Charlotte, NC with her husband, two children and
Freckles the dog.

LET'S CONNECT!

Share this guide with a friend!

